
Pieces designed to help you have your best sweat yet. 

Made with ourcustom fabric blends, these styles are 

designed with movement in mind.

All the athleisure pieces you have been wishing for. 

These silhouettes are designed to seamlessly transition 

you from studio activity to street motion.



W W W. S H O P DY I .C O M
@SHOPDYI  |  #WHATMOVESYOU 

Light up this season with DYI favorites in an array of exciting 
new prints. We kept to a classic color palette of black and 
navy neutrals but added a luxe hits of mettalic. From matte 
foil to galactic gunmetal and gold shimmer - we will give you 
are reason to shine this season.

Making it’s debut is every girls party legging- a faux leather 
pant with denim inspired details to be dressed up or down for 
the occasion. Refined feminine tops to outfit back to these 
exciting pieces in a variety of ways.   
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f w 1 9  h o l i day / EVERYDAY ESSENTIALS SIZES AVAILABLE:  XS  |   S  |   M  |   L

Crimson Leopard |  Zebra
Bionic: 81% Polyester, 19% Spandex 

105p - printed signature tight
Our most versatile tight and a DYI Essential piece. 
The everyday tight in a DYI exclusive texture. (27”)

$45 |  $95

Crimson Leopard |  Zebra
Bionic: 81% Polyester, 19% Spandex

fw19221 -  high neck elevate racer bra
he familiar feeling of our favorite Elevate Bra but with a high neck and longer underbust band

for even more coverage. Racer back fits smoothly between shoulder blades as you move.

$30 |  $66

ss20218- high neck shine elevate racer bra
The familiar feeling of our favorite Elevate Bra but with a high neck and longer underbust band

for even more coverage. Racer back fits smoothly between shoulder blades as you move.

$30 |  $66

120 - high shine signature tight
Made of our exclusive Brazen fabric- stretchy, 

lightweight, & gives o� a subtle printed shine. (27”)

$41 |  $90

Navy Gold Floral
Brazen: 80% Nylon, 20% Spandex 

Navy Gold Floral
Brazen: 80% Nylon, 20% Spandex 

MATTE FOIL PRINT

MATTE FOIL PRINT

FOIL ON HIGH SHINE

FOIL ON HIGH SHINE



f w 1 9  h o l i day /  LUXE DRESSING SIZES AVAILABLE:  XS  |   S  |   M  |   L

SS20304 -  MOCK SWEATSHIRT
Relaxed �t, pullover with long length for more coverage through 

the bum & hips. Mock neck gives this piece a dressed up feel,
 while stretch french terrycozies up to your skin.

 As a bonus... look for pockets

$32 |  $70  

SS20302 -  CROP SWEATSHIRT
Relaxed �t crop pullover with banded hem for a smooth �t at high

hip. Roomy sleeves with dropped armhole to embrace your
movements. Cover up in style with our soft stretch french terry.

$29 |  $65

Black
Soft French Terry: 95% cotton 5% Spandex

Black
Soft French Terry: 95% cotton 5% Spandex

120 - high shine signature tight
Made of our exclusive Brazen fabric- stretchy, lightweight, & gives o� a subtle printed shine. (27”)

$41 |  $90

Champagne Slate |  Crimson |  Black
Brazen: 80% Nylon, 20% Spandex 

Black
Jersey: 100% cotton

SS20206 -  CROP TEE
 Relaxed �t cropped tee. Dropped armhole and no 
shaping through body makes it great for oversized 
layering. Cropped length hits at top of DYI high rise.

$22 |  $48


